




Hudco’s Consultancy Services

Hudco’s consultancy assistance covers a wide variety of architectural, planning and engineering fields such as

housing designs, master plans, heritage protection/preservation plans, city development plans, feasibility studies,

etc.  Hudco has a strong multi-disciplinary team with architects, engineers, town planners, economists, finance,

legal and valuation experts. With the principal team located in Hudco’s Corporate Office at New Delhi, experts are

also placed at its Regional Offices in all the State Capitals. Hudco has helped the ULBs and various institutions in

the preparation of architectural designs, DPRs, master plans and detailed drawings as part of its consultancy

operations. Hudco has taken up over 300 consultancy projects so far.

Hudco’s project  funding

Since its inception in 1970, Hudco has continued its mission of improving access to housing for all and providing

sustainable infrastructure in human settlements, to improve living conditions of people at large. Till June 2013,

Hudco has sanctioned 14,831 housing projects for 15.5 million dweilling units  with a total loan component of

Rs 42,017 crore. In respect of infrastructure projects, a total of 1695 projects have been sanctioned, with a total

loan assistance of Rs 86,036 crore. With its support extended to projects in over 1800 towns and thousands of

villages, Hudco has emerged as one of the largest facilitators of housing and urban infrastructure projects in the

country.
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Hudco Nav Nagar Yojana (HuNNY)

1. Purpose

Urban settlements in India are growing rapidly. This is fuelled by both natural growth as well as migration.  This is

leading to densification of the cities and towns, as well as unplanned growth in the peripheral areas. The scarcity

of land in the inner areas combined with exorbitant cost of land is resulting in mushrooming of unorganized/

informal settlements in the periphery. The Urban Local Bodies (ULBs) are facing problems, on the one hand, in

improving the infrastructure in the congested inner areas and on the other, not being able to control the haphazard

growth in peripheral areas. Many ULBs possess land which is a precious resource in the urban context. Though

willing to take action for planned development, the ULBs are constrained by lack of technical guidance and financial

support for such initiatives. Hudco Nav Nagar Yojana (HuNNY) addresses these critical issues and provides

integrated solutions to ULBs.

2. Features of HuNNY

Hudco, as a pioneering techno-financial institution in the housing and urban development sector, proposes to

facilitate the ULBs and other Government Agencies in developing integrated townships/layouts/colonies, to meet

the increasing requirement of planned housing for its citizens.  It offers a comprehensive solution to the  growing

cities/towns from ‘Planning to Financing’ the sustainable habitats.

l Hudco will provide technical and financial support for developing potential sites as planned urban extensions

to meet the requirements of the ever growing population.

l The programme operates at three stages:

- advisory service on conceptualization and feasibility of the proposed development;

- consultancy assistance on fee basis, for architectural and engineering designs;

- providing funds required for development of sites and services as well as housing, including land

acquisition.

l Hudco would provide technical assistance for integrated development of such identified sites covering

housing, infrastructure as well as commercial areas. The assistance would enable location specific optimal

development, covering all categories of households with commensurate infrastructure facilities.

Comprehensive planning would be undertaken in consultation with the ULB as well as other stake holders.

Hudco’s role is primarily a facilitator of the ULB to realize its potential for future growth.

3. Method of Operation of HuNNY programme

l The ULB/Government Agency may identify an appropriate plot of land, which it would like to develop as

an integrated township/layout/colony.

- This could be either in the inner area of the city or in the peripheral area to be developed as urban

extension

- It may or may not own the land, but may propose to acquire at a later date

- Bulk allotment of part of the land to private developers is also permitted

l Based on the indication, Hudco would extend initial advisory service, on the feasibility of development of

the area as an integrated township/layout /colony, in terms of

- Physical implications such as number of units that could be developed

- Financial implications in terms of fund requirement for the project,

- Net implication on financial feasibility

l On expressed interest of the Agency, Hudco will extend consultancy service for detailed town planning/

architectural design and engineering drawings, as required, on a nominal fee basis.

l Hudco will provide funds as long term loan for the project development, including land acquisition, up to

90% of the project cost for Government/public agencies.

The initial advisory service would be provided for alternative scenarios as well, based on the inputs given by

the ULB. The inputs may include details on:

- Area of the project, FAR/FSI, density norms, nature of the development expected in terms of

residential/commercial/institutional/recreational etc, extent of provision proposed for various

categories of housing such as EWS/LIG/MIG/HIG;

- Extent of cross subsidization the Agency may like to provide for various uses/categories of housing;

- Whether the land is owned or to be acquired for the project; approximate cost of land acquisition;

- Whether cost of the land to be incorporated as part of the project cost and sale cost of units/

dwelling;

- Extent of own sources to be invested in the project;

- In case of borrowing, extent of project cost to be borrowed and repayment period  proposed.

For the second stage consultancy for detailing, an MoU could be signed by ULB and Hudco on the terms of

association.  Subsequent to the same, Hudco may provide funds for undertaking the project as per its

guidelines.  The ULB will have to sign a loan agreement with Hudco for availing the funds.

4. Who can avail assistance under HuNNY?

The HuNNY programme is open to all the
willing ULBs, Urban Development Authorities,
Housing Boards or any other Government
Corporation or Agency that may like to foster
collaboration with Hudco towards planned
growth and expansion of the city/town. This
will help the ULB in meeting the emerging
requirements with special reference to
affordable housing segment. Private
Developers for projects approved by the
Central/State Governments for subsidy under
the Affordable Housing in Partnership
scheme of the Ministry of Housing and Urban
Poverty Alleviation are also eligible.

5. Security and Repayment

The security for the loan shall be as applicable to Government/Public Agencies such as Government
Guarantee or mortgage of project property/alternate property of the Agency. Escrow of the sale proceeds
from the project may form an appropriate source for repayment of Hudco loan. However, the agencies are
free to opt for a method as suitable to them and acceptable as per Hudco guidelines. For private developer’s
projects, the security and repayment shall be as per Hudco’s applicable guidelines.
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